Molecular characterization of a novel Ljungan virus (Parechovirus; Picornaviridae) reveals a fourth genotype and indicates ancestral recombination
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Ljungan virus (LV) was discovered 20 years ago in Swedish bank voles (Myodes glareolus, previously referred to as Clethrionomys glareolus) during the search for an infectious agent causing lethal myocarditis in young athletes. To date, the genomes of four LV isolates, including the prototype 87-012 strain, have been characterized. Three of these LV strains were isolated from bank voles trapped in Sweden. Sequence analysis of an American virus (M1146), isolated from a montane vole (Microtus montanus) in western USA, indicates that this strain represents a genotype that is different from the Swedish strains. Here, we present genomic analyses of a fifth LV strain (64-7855) isolated from a southern red-backed vole (Myodes gapperi) trapped during arbovirus studies in New York state in the north-eastern USA in the 1960s. Sequence analysis of the 64-7855 genome showed an LV-like genome organization and sequence similarity to other LV strains. Genetic and phylogenetic analyses of the evolutionary relationship between the 64-7855 strain and other viruses within the family Picornaviridae, including previously published LV strains, demonstrated that the 64-7855 strain constitutes a new genotype within the LV species. Analyses also showed that different regions of the 64-7855 genome have different phylogenetic relationships with other LV strains, indicating that previous recombination events have been involved in the evolution of this virus.

INTRODUCTION

Ljungan virus (LV) is one of two species within the genus Parechovirus, family Picornaviridae, a large family consisting of more than 300 virus serotypes divided into nine different genera (Stanway et al., 2005). Human parechovirus (HPeV), the other species in the genus Parechovirus, is a human pathogen often isolated from children with diarrhoea and gastroenteritis (Stanway & Hyypiä, 1999). Recently, several new HPeV genotypes have been characterized (Al-Sunaidi et al., 2007; Watanabe et al., 2007) and one of these genotypes, HPeV3, seems to be widely distributed (Abed & Boivin, 2005; Benschop et al., 2006; Boivin et al., 2005; Ito et al., 2004). LV was first isolated from bank voles (Myodes glareolus) trapped in Medelpad and Västerbotten counties in Sweden during the search for an infectious agent causing human disease (Niklasson et al., 1998, 1999). LV has been suggested as an aetiologial agent of several human diseases, based on coinciding fluctuations of vole populations in northern Sweden and increasing incidences of type I diabetes mellitus, myocarditis and Guillain–Barré syndrome (Niklasson et al., 1998). Recently, LV antigens were detected by immunohistochemistry in fetal tissue samples in cases of human intrauterine fetal death (Niklasson et al., 2007). However, more information is needed before the role of LV as a possible zoonotic agent can be evaluated.

Three LV strains were initially isolated from Swedish bank voles: the prototype strain 87-012 and the strains 174F and 145SL. Genome sequence analyses showed that the 87-012 and 174F strain constitute genotype 1, since they are almost identical, while the 145SL strain was clearly related but more distant from the two other strains, thus representing a second genotype (Johansson et al., 2002). Phylogenetic analyses based on the 2C protease (2CPrm) and 3D
Polymerase (3D\textsuperscript{pol}) sequences showed that LV is closely related to HPeV, although monophyletic groups including these different viruses are clearly separated (Johansson et al., 2002; Lindberg & Johansson, 2002). Because of observed genetic differences, LV was assigned to a new species within the genus Parechovirus (Stanway et al., 2005). A fourth LV strain (M1146) isolated from a montane vole (Microtus montanus) in Oregon, USA, was recently characterized (Johansson et al., 2003). Analyses of the genomic PI region showed that M1146 represents a different genotype than the Swedish LV strains. Molecular characterization of isolated LV strains has revealed that these viruses have unusual genomic features compared with other picornaviruses. These features include genes encoding only three different structural proteins (Ekström et al., 2007a; Johansson et al., 2004; Tolf et al., 2008), but also a rare combination with genomic sequences coding for two different 2A protein motifs (Johansson et al., 2002, 2003). As it is a recently discovered virus, studies of LV have, until now, mainly focused on basic characterization of its genomic features and replication capacity in cell culture. However, in order to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of LV biology, including its evolution, additional information is needed about its host range, geographical distribution and genetic variation.

In this study, we analysed the genomic sequence of a fifth LV strain, 64-7855, which was isolated from a southern red-backed vole (Myodes gapperi) trapped during arbovirus studies in the north-eastern USA (Whitney et al., 1970). Genetic characterization of the 64-7855 strain revealed an LV-like genome organization, and phylogenetic analyses of the VP1 and 3D\textsuperscript{pol} protein sequences demonstrated that the 64-7855 strain constitutes a fourth genotype within the LV species. Interestingly, sequence analyses also demonstrated that the 64-7855 genome contains different regions with shifting phylogenetic relationships towards other members of the LV species. In a central region of the genome, including parts of the 2C and 3A genes, 64-7855 is most closely related to the Swedish 145SL strain, while a closer genetic relationship to the other American strain M1146 was observed in the remainder of the genome. One possible explanation for these inconsistent genetic relationships in different regions of the 64-7855 genome is that previous recombination events have affected LV evolution.

**METHODS**

**Viruses and sequences.** The 64-7855 strain was isolated in the early 1960s in New York state, USA (Whitney et al., 1970), and obtained from the World Reference Center for Emerging Viruses and Arboviruses at the University of Texas Medical Branch. Biophysical assays at that time suggested that the isolate was a member of the family Parvo- or Picornaviridae. Previously, the LV prototype and the American M1146 strain have been propagated in cell culture to enable molecular characterization (Johansson et al., 2003, 2004). In the current study, parallel attempts to propagate the 64-7855 strain in cell culture were unsuccessful. The reason for this inability of 64-7855 to replicate in cultured cells is not known. Thus, 64-7855 was generated by passages in infant mice by intracerebral inoculation, as described previously (Beaty et al., 1989). The GenBank accession numbers of the nucleotide (nt) and polyprotein sequences of the strains used in this study are given in Table 1. Two at present unclassified duck hepatitis viruses were also included in the phylogenetic analysis. The sequences of two picornavirus-related insect viruses were used as an outgroup in the phylogenetic analysis of the 3D\textsuperscript{pol} protein.

**RNA isolation and RT-PCR.** Total RNA, extracted from virus-inoculated brain tissue using the Ultraspec II kit (Biotec Laboratories) or a RiboPure kit (Ambion) according to the manufacturers’ instructions, was reverse transcribed using SuperScript III RT enzyme (Invitrogen) and the primer NotdT2 (5’-ATAAGAAATGCAGCCGCTGCTG-3’) at 50 °C for 1 h before inactivating the enzyme at 70 °C. The cDNA was amplified by PCR using several different primer sets (all primer sequences are available in Supplementary Table S1, available in JGV Online). The primers were derived from aligned genomic sequences of previously published LV and HPeV strains and were later selected by a primer walking strategy. The PicoMaxx high fidelity PCR system (Stratagene) was used in all amplifications. Often, a nested PCR approach was required to generate a sufficient amount of amplicons. The need for nested PCR probably reflects the low amount of virus replicating in the brain tissues.

Resulting specific and overlapping amplicons were isolated by agarose gel electrophoresis and directly sequenced or cloned into the pGEM-T Easy vector (Promega) and then sequenced. The nt sequence of 64-7855 was determined using the ABI Prism BigDye terminator cycle sequencing reaction kit (Applied Biosystems). Sequences derived from T/A cloned plasmids were generated by sequencing more than two clones for each region and by sequencing each clone in both directions. Sequence data were generated using a 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems) and Sequencer 4.6 (Gene Codes Corporation) was used for assembly and editing of sequences.

**Bioinformatic analyses.** The nt and amino acid (aa) sequences were aligned using the CLUSTAL W program (Thompson et al., 1994) or by pairwise alignment for sequence identity analyses (Needleman & Wunsch, 1970). The BLOSUM substitution matrix was used to align protein sequences (Henikoff & Henikoff, 1992). Before phylogenetic analyses, aligned sequences were manually edited and phylogenetic information in each dataset was evaluated by likelihood mapping (Strimmer & von Haeseler, 1997); the appropriate model of sequence evolution for the RNA sequences was determined by the Modeltest program, version 3.7 (Posada & Crandall, 1998). Phylogenetic relationships were reconstructed using the maximum-likelihood method implemented in the HyPhy program and the JTT model for aa substitutions and the GTR model for nt substitutions (Jones et al., 1992; Pond et al., 2005; Tavaré, 1986). Phylogenetic reconstruction using distance-based methods resulted in similar relationships (data not shown). The significance of phylogenetic trees inferred by the maximum-likelihood method was evaluated by bootstrap analyses using the PhyML 3.0 program and 500 datasets (Guindon & Gascuel, 2003). The MEGA 4.0 program was used to visualize trees (Tamura et al., 2007). The RNAsstructure version 4.6 software that includes the Dynalign method and the RNAalifold server (http://rna.lbl.gov/a- c.at/cgi-bin/RNAalifold.cgi) were used for predictions of secondary RNA structures (Hofacker et al., 2002; Mathews, 2005; Mathews et al., 2004). Predictions by RNAalifold were based on alignments including all characterized LV strains, genotype 1, 3 and 6 of HPeV and members of the genera Aphtho- and Cardiovirus. The RnaViz 2 program was used to draw predicted secondary RNA structures (De Rijk et al., 2003).

To analyse the phylogenetic relationship within different parts of the 64-7855 genome, several different recombination detection methods were used; these were the recombination detection program (RDP) version 3.27 software (Martin & Rybicki, 2000). BootScanning
An LV and suggested that this strain is a new genotype within the LV species (Fig. 1b).

**The genome of strain 64-7855**

The genome sequence of 64-7855 (GenBank accession no. EU854568) was derived from virus propagated in mouse brain. Initial phylogenetic analyses of the 64-7855 genome confirmed that this virus belongs to the LV species of the *Picornaviridae*. In addition, molecular features associated with the LV genome including the presence of two different consecutive 2A protein motifs, a P1 region where the VP0 protein remains unprocessed and conserved secondary structures of the 5’ and 3’ UTR, were also identified in the 64-7855 sequence. Despite several attempts, we were not able to determine the sequence of the terminal 5’ end of the 64-7855 genome, probably due to advanced secondary structure and the minute amount of RNA genome present in the extracted mouse brain tissue. The recorded 5’ UTR contains a sequence of 584 nt, which is 178 nt shorter than the complete 5’ UTR sequence of a previously published infectious LV clone, pLV 87-012G (Ekström et al., 2007b). The 45 nt stretch of the most 5’ proximal part of the 5’ UTR in the pLV87-012G clone is predicted to fold into a stem–loop (SL) structure. This SL-A1 structure (Fig. 2b) is crucial for LV replication (Ekström et al., 2007b). In the 5’ UTR, 64-7855 shares the highest sequence identity with M1146 (Table 2). However, in the 5’ end of the 5’ UTR of M1146, 50
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**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Strain 64-7855 is an LV**

In order to position the 64-7855 strain within the family *Picornaviridae*, the 3Dpol nt sequence was determined and the aa sequence was compared with representative members of the various genera within the virus family. The phylogenetic relationship between strain 64-7855 and other viruses of the *Picornaviridae* demonstrated that this isolate is clearly related to previously characterized LV strains, and that 64-7855, based on the 3Dpol sequence, is most closely related to the other American LV strain, M1146, within the LV species (Fig. 1a). The complete coding sequence, the majority of the 5’ untranslated region (UTR) and the entire 3’ UTR of the 64-7855 genome were determined. Phylogenetic analyses based on VP1 protein sequences of previously characterized LV strains and members of the HPeVs verified that the 64-7855 is indeed

---

**Table 1. Virus strains used in this study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genus</th>
<th>Virus/strain</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>GenBank accession no.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Aphthovirus</em></td>
<td>Foot-and-mouth disease virus</td>
<td>FMDV</td>
<td>M10975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Equine rhinitis A virus</td>
<td>ERAV</td>
<td>L43052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Cardiovirus</em></td>
<td>Encephalomyocarditis virus</td>
<td>EMCV</td>
<td>M22457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theiler’s murine encephalomyelitis virus</td>
<td>TMEY</td>
<td>M20301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Enterovirus</em></td>
<td>Human poliovirus strain Sabin 1</td>
<td>PV1S</td>
<td>V01150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A-2 plaque virus</td>
<td>A2pV</td>
<td>NC_003988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Erbovirus</em></td>
<td>Equine rhinitis B virus</td>
<td>ERBV</td>
<td>X96871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hepatovirus</em></td>
<td>Hepatitis A virus</td>
<td>HAV</td>
<td>M59810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avian encephalomyelitis virus</td>
<td>AEV</td>
<td>AJ225173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kobuvirus</em></td>
<td>Aichi virus</td>
<td>AiV</td>
<td>NC_001918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Parechovirus</em></td>
<td>Human parechovirus 1 strain Harris</td>
<td>HEpV1</td>
<td>L02971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human parechovirus 3 strain A308/99</td>
<td>HEpV3</td>
<td>AB084913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Human parechovirus 6 strain BNI-67/03</td>
<td>HEpV6</td>
<td>EU024629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Rhinovirus</em></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 87-012</td>
<td>LV87-012</td>
<td>AF327920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Tesscovirus</em></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 87-012G</td>
<td>LV87-012G</td>
<td>EF202833</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 174F</td>
<td>LV174F</td>
<td>AF327921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 145SL</td>
<td>LV145SL</td>
<td>AF327922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Unclassified</em></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain M1146</td>
<td>LVM1146</td>
<td>A558689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Picornavirus-related insect viruses</em></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 174F</td>
<td>LV174F</td>
<td>AF327921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain M1146</td>
<td>LVM1146</td>
<td>A558689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 145SL</td>
<td>LV145SL</td>
<td>AF327922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain M1146</td>
<td>LVM1146</td>
<td>A558689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 174F</td>
<td>LV174F</td>
<td>AF327921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain 145SL</td>
<td>LV145SL</td>
<td>AF327922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ljungan virus strain M1146</td>
<td>LVM1146</td>
<td>A558689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Martin et al., 2005; Salminen et al., 1995), the Maximum Chi method (MaxChi) (Smith, 1992), the Chimaera method (Posada & Crandall, 2001), the Sister Scanning method (SiScan) (Gibbs et al., 2000) and finally the 3Seq method (Boni et al., 2007). Aligned nt sequences of available LV strains were used together with the 64-7855 strain in recombination analyses. Default settings were used for all methods and general settings were applied in the RDP 3.27 software, including a highest acceptable P-value of 0.05, which were based on 1000 permutations.
additional nucleotides have been determined compared with 64-7855 (Johansson et al., 2003). Taken together, comparison with other LV genomes suggests that the 5' UTR of 64-7855 is not completely sequenced. The inability to determine the 5' end of the American LV strains indicates that the sequence in the most 5'-proximal part of the 5' UTR is not conserved between American and Swedish LV strains. The 5' UTR sequence is followed by an open reading frame (ORF) coding for a polyprotein of 2254 aa and ends with a 3' UTR of 87 nt (excluding the poly A tail). The 64-7855 genome has a GC content of 45 %, which is similar to the 42 % GC content of the LV prototype 87-012 and the closely related HPeV1 (39 %) (Johansson et al., 2002). Pairwise sequence comparisons demonstrated that the majority of the 64-7855 genome shares highest sequence identity with the M1146 strain, although part of the P2 and P3 regions displayed a different genetic relationship (see below and Table 2). Serotyping with specific antisera has traditionally been used to identify different types of enteroviruses and HPeVs. Today, typing by genetic analysis is an alternative method that is used to distinguish virus types. In genetic typing of enteroviruses, a clinical isolate is considered homologous to an existing genotype if the VP1 nt and aa sequence identities are 75 and 88 %, respectively, or more (Oberste et al., 1999). LV is a recently discovered virus and genetic and serological data for this virus are limited. However, if criteria for homology between enterovirus types are applied to the LV species, then 64-7855 should be considered as a new LV genotype (Table 2). Furthermore, based on pairwise genetic distances between VP1 sequences (Supplementary Table S2, available in JGV Online), we propose that the currently known LV strains represent four different genotypes, where 87-012 and 174F represent genotype 1, 145SL genotype 2, M1146 genotype 3 and 64-7855 represents a fourth genotype. This division into four genotypes was also supported by phylogenetic relationships based on LV VP1 aa and nt sequences (Figs 1b and 5b).

The viral polyprotein

Among picornaviruses, the majority of polyprotein cleavage sites are processed by the viral 3C protease (3CPro). Cleavage by 3CPro is confined to restricted recognition sites within the polyprotein (Racaniello, 2001). Primary, secondary and tertiary structures of these cleavage sites have been described previously (Dougherty & Semler, 1993; Palmenberg, 1990). Also, as previously predicted for 3CPro of enteroviruses, rhinoviruses and aphthoviruses (Blom et al., 1996), the predicted cleavage sites of LV 3CPro are characterized by a glutamine or glutamic acid residue at the P1 substrate position and a small residue at P1'. A bulky hydrophobic aa residue in the P4 position is also characteristic for LV 3CPro cleavage sites. The 64-7855 polyprotein, derived from the nt sequence, shows 89 % identity to the American M1146 strain, while its identities to the Swedish LV strains are 79.7–82.4 % (Table 2). Corresponding identity values between Swedish strains are 88–99 % (data not shown). Comparative analysis of the 64-7855 polyprotein showed that predicted protein cleavage sites are generally confined to those in the polyprotein of previously characterized LV and HPeV1 (Supplementary Fig. S1, available in JGV Online). A more detailed comparison showed that the
Fig. 2. Predicted SL structures of the 64-7855 5’ UTR (a) compared with corresponding outlined structures of the 87-012G 5’ UTR (b). SL elements are labelled according to accepted notation of picornavirus type II IRES. The shaded area of the predicted 5’ UTR structure of 87-012G indicates the putative 5’ end sequence that remains to be determined for 64-7855. The first codon for initiation of translation is indicated at the 3’ end of the sequence.
main sequence variations between the 64-7855 strain and previously characterized LV strains are found in the capsid proteins (Table 2), especially in predicted surface-exposed loop structures (Supplementary Fig. S2; see also Supplementary Methods for a description of secondary structure predictions; available in JGV Online). In addition, in these putative loop regions, there is less variation between the 64-7855 and M1146 sequences than between 64-7855 and the Swedish LV strains. For many picornviruses, major neutralization antigenic sites are located in exposed BC- and EF-loops of the capsid proteins (Racaniello, 2001). The sequence variation within putative capsid loop structures may have implications for the serology of these viruses. However, at present, no conclusive serological data are available regarding members of the LV species.

5' UTR of LV 64-7855

The 5' UTR secondary structure of 64-7855 was predicted using the Dynalign method (Fig. 2a) (Mathews & Turner, 2002), a computer algorithm that combines free energy minimization and comparative sequence analysis to find a structure that applies to two related sequences. In addition, concordant secondary structures were obtained with a thermodynamic folding minimization algorithm (MFOLD) and the RNAalifold program (data not shown). For Dynalign predictions, the sequence of LV strain 87-012G was used together with the 64-7855 sequence (Fig. 2a, b). The 87-012G sequence was used, since its 5' UTR sequence has been shown to be biologically active when included in an infectious viral cDNA clone (Ekström et al., 2007b). In the 64-7855 sequence, the initiation codon is located at position 585 in an optimal Kozak context (ANNAUGG) (Kozak, 1987). Considering that the most 5'-proximal part of the 5' UTR of 64-7855 is not entirely sequenced, the predicted secondary structure clearly corresponds to a type II internal ribosomal entry site (IRES). Type II IRES is also present in aphthoviruses, cardioviruses and parechoviruses and has been predicted for Swedish LV strains (Ghazi et al., 1998; Johansson et al., 2002; Le et al., 1993; Pilipenko et al., 1989). Covariance of nt pairs in stems of predicted SL domains between different LV strains, including 64-7855, supports the predicted structure. Five pairs of nt substitutions in stems of the F and H SL domains and 21 substitutions in the stem of the I domain were detected (data not shown). This conservation between different LV genotypes makes the predicted structure of the type II IRES of LV more reliable. By analogy with aphthoviruses, cardioviruses and parecho-viruses, parts of the predicted 5' UTR structure of 64-7855 and other LV strains are likely to be involved in IRES functions (Racaniello, 2001). The 64-7855 sequence regions predicted to make up the top of the most extended SL domain I, as well as the J and K domains, show considerable primary and secondary sequence identity to both aphthoviruses, cardioviruses and parechoviruses (Fig. 2a) (Clarke et al., 1987; Ghazi et al., 1998; Palmenberg & Sgro, 1997).

The GNRA tetranucleotide (GNRA1) loop, the following A/C-rich loop (CATAAAA sequence at nt 295–299) of the SL I domain and the stem part of the J domain, and the UUAAAAA sequence at the root of the SL K domain are well conserved among these picornviruses. Previously, Johansson et al. (2002) reported a second GNRA sequence in the loop of the SL J domain of LV and HPeV. This GNRA2 is also present in the predicted structure of the 64-7855 5' UTR; interestingly, it is present in the corresponding position of a structure predicted for the aphthovirus 5' UTR (Fig. 2a and data not shown). The conservation of this GNRA tetranucleotide in the predicted 5' UTR structures of different picornavirus genera suggests a functional significance. In the 5'-proximal part of the available 64-7855 5' UTR sequence, an AAUAA sequence is found at nt 17–21 as a part of the truncated SL D domain (Fig. 2a). This sequence is conserved in the predicted 5' UTR structures of LV and HPeV and also in the cardiovirus, EMCV (Ghazi et al., 1998; Palmenberg & Sgro, 1997). The main differences between the 5' UTR structures of 64-7855 and previously published LV strains, except for the putative 5' end sequence lacking in the determined 64-7855 sequence (i.e. the predicted secondary SL A1-B domains indicated by grey shading in Fig. 2b), were located in loops of the F and K domains. Apart from the GNRA2 tetranucleotide, substantial sequence variation was also found in the loop of the SL J domain (Fig. 2a). The sequence variation suggests that these regions are less important for viral replication.

### Table 2. Sequence identities between the 64-7855 strain and previously characterized LV strains 87-012, 174F, 145SL and M1146

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Nt (aa) identity with 64-7855 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>87-012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5' UTR</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORF</td>
<td>72.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1*</td>
<td>67.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2*</td>
<td>73.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3*</td>
<td>76.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP0</td>
<td>69.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP3</td>
<td>65.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VP1†</td>
<td>66.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A2</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>72.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>73.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3A</td>
<td>73.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3B</td>
<td>85.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3C</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3' UTR</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Precur sor protein region 1, 2 and 3.
†VP1-encoding gene including the 2A1 motif.
3’ UTR structure

The 50–150 nt 3’ UTR of picornaviruses is important for genome replication and translation (Dobrikova et al., 2003; Rohll et al., 1995). The 3’ UTR of 64-7855 is only 87 nt compared with the 96–111 nt sequence determined for the other LV strains (Fig. 3) (Johansson et al., 2002, 2003). A comparison of 3’ UTRs of different LV genotypes showed that sequence variation, including deletions in 64-7855, M1146 and 145SL sequences compared with 87-012 and 174F, are found in the first of two predicted SL domains (Fig. 3). This part of the 3’ UTR is likely to be of less importance for viral replication, considering the variation of primary and predicted secondary structures of different LV strains. In contrast, the predicted SL II domain is highly conserved in all LV genomes, including the 64-7855 strain, suggesting that this putative hairpin plays a significant role during viral replication.

Analysis of a putative cis-acting replication element (cre) sequence in the VPg-encoding gene of 64-7855

The presence of cre has been recognized in genomes of several picornaviruses (Goodfellow et al., 2000). The picornavirus cre is a short SL structure including an internal or a terminal loop with three unpaired adenine (A) nucleotides. This structure is critical for viral replication by its implication in the uridylylation of the viral VPg peptide (Paul et al., 2000; Rieder et al., 2000). These cre structures have been located in different regions of the picornavirus genome, including the 2C-encoding gene of poliovirus (Goodfellow et al., 2000) and the capsid-encoding regions of human rhinovirus type 14 (McKnight & Lemon, 1998). Recently, cre structures were proposed to reside in the VP0-encoding gene of HPeV and in the gene encoding VPg of the LV species (Al-Sunaidi et al., 2007). Sequence analyses of genomes representing four different LV genotypes revealed a conserved sequence stretch in the VPg gene that folds into a short hairpin structure (Fig. 4a–c). This structure is similar to those proposed for poliovirus and rhinovirus cre sequences (Goodfellow et al., 2003; McKnight & Lemon, 1998). The proposed LV cre, consisting of three base-paired stem regions divided by bulge loops and a terminal loop of 16 unpaired nt, corresponds to stem regions and the functional 14 nt unpaired loop in poliovirus and rhinovirus cre structures (Fig. 4b–e). However, the AAA sequence is located closer to the most terminal stem in the LV cre than it is in poliovirus and rhinovirus cre structures in which its position is conserved. These secondary structure predictions suggest the possibility of an LV VPg gene that does not only encode the VPg peptide but also contains a putative cre, which

**Fig. 3.** Predicted secondary structures for the 3’ UTRs of LV 64-7855 (a), M1146 (b) and 87-012 (c), representing three LV types. In order to simulate authentic viral RNA, two additional codons upstream from the 3’ UTR sequences and 10 adenosines of the poly-A tail were included in structure prediction analyses. SL domains I and II, depicted in the 3’ UTR structure of the 64-7855 strain, are designated according to previously established notation of structures predicted for LV 3’ UTR (Johansson et al., 2003). The stop codons of the polyprotein sequences are indicated by a boxed nucleotide triplet.
mediates post-translational modification of VPg in poliovirus (Paul et al., 2000).

**Phylogenetic analyses of the 64-7855 genome reveal evolutionary inconsistencies**

Comparisons of phylogenetic relationships between 64-7855 and other characterized LV strains in different regions of the viral genome by scanning methods showed that the clustering of the American LV strains recognized in P1 and P3 regions was not conserved in genes within the P2 region (Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. S3, available in JGV Online). This genetic inconsistency was supported by results from pairwise genetic distance analyses of genes in P2, showing that the sequence identity between 64-7855 and the Swedish strain 145SL was higher compared with the identity between 64-7855 and the other Swedish strains (Table 2). Extensive genetic variation is a hallmark of RNA viruses and is caused by point mutations (Holland et al., 1982) but can also be due to genomic rearrangements such as deletions, insertions and recombination (Agol, 2002). It has been shown previously that recombination drives genetic diversification in multiple genera of the picornavirus family (Andersson et al., 2002; Carrillo et al., 2005; Lindberg et al., 2003; Simmonds, 2006), including the genus Parechovirus (Al-Sunaidi et al., 2007; Benschop et al., 2008). The changes in genetic relationships in the LV genome were investigated further by using bioinformatic methods developed for detection of recombination within homologous sequences. Using these methods, a fragment

![Fig. 4. Alignment (a) and secondary structures predicted for a putative LV cre in the VPg-encoding gene of the 64-7855 (b) and 87-012 prototype (c) strain, and secondary structures of cre sequences identified in the 2C-encoding gene of poliovirus type 3 (d) and the capsid-encoding region of human rhinovirus type 14 (e) (Goodfellow et al., 2003; McKnight & Lemon, 1998). In (a), shading indicates conserved nucleotides; < and > indicate conserved nucleotides participating in predicted stem structures. The AAA sequence, which is conserved in picornavirus cre, is indicated by asterisks (*) in the alignment and by bold type in secondary structures.](image-url)
in the LV genome sequences spanning a part of P2 and the beginning of the P3 region was identified (Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. S3). This region included parts of the 2C- and 3A-encoding genes (herein referred to as 2C3A*) in the LV genome (Fig. 5a). Phylogenetic relationships among LVs based on the nt sequence of the 2C3A* region (nt 4044–4956; see dark grey shading on Fig. 5a), as well as the VP1- and 3Dpol-encoding genes in surrounding genome regions, confirm previous indications of phylogenetic incongruence in different parts of the LV genome (Table 3 and Supplementary Fig. S3). The Swedish LV strains 87-012, 174F and 145SL and the American 64-7855 and M1146 strains clustered in trees according to isolation sites, showing phylogenetic relationships based on the VP1 and 3Dpol genes. The observed distinction between Swedish and American LV strains was not observed in the phylogenetic tree based on the 2C3A* region (Fig. 5b). In this tree, the 64-7855 strain and the Swedish 145SL strain form a cluster which is separated from the other LV strains. The observed incongruence suggests that the 64-7855 genome contains a region, 2C3A*, that has a different evolutionary history compared with the remaining parts of the genome. Taken together, these results imply that recombination has taken place between different strains of the LV species.

The significance of virus–host relations was recently highlighted when the evolution of viruses belonging to the Caliciviridae was connected to the evolution of their host species (Etherington et al., 2006). It is not known at present whether Swedish strains representing LV genotype 1 and 2 circulate in the Americas or if members of the American strains constituting genotype 3 and 4 are present in European rodents. However, it is worth noting that 64-7855 and 145SL, which are more related in a central part of the genome, were both isolated from arvicoline rodents of the genus Myodes. In the remaining regions of the genome, 64-7855 is more closely related to M1146, a virus isolated from a Microtus rodent trapped in North America. The limited number of LV genomes available makes inference of the evolutionary history difficult. However, it is possible that a central part of the 64-7855 genome originated with an ancestral Myodes rodent, while the remainder of the genome was formed due to more recent ecological interactions of North American rodents (Fig. 5b).

**Concluding remarks**

Genetic and phylogenetic analyses of the 64-7855 genome clearly demonstrate that this virus belongs to the LV species and is thus a member of the genus Parechovirus within the family Picornaviridae. Sequence analyses demonstrated that the 64-7855 strain represents the first member of a novel fourth genotype within the LV species. Furthermore, the additional sequence information provided by this fourth LV genotype enabled refined analyses of a putative LV cre structure identified within the VPg-encoding gene in the LV genome. The 64-7855 sequence also facilitated genetic and phylogenetic analyses that showed, for the first time, that phylogenetic relationships vary in different parts of the LV genome. Previous recombination events between diverse members of the LV species are a plausible explanation for observed genetic
variation in the 64-7855 genome. However, more sequence information from additional LV strains is needed in order to investigate this finding further. Sequences of additional LV isolates will also aid in the understanding of LV evolution and how this virus is transmitted in nature.
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